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BM GRUPA ul. Toruńska 39 F, 86-050 Solec Kujawski, POLAND, tel.: +48 52 387 16 99, mobile: +48 510 100 261, email: info@bmgrupa.pl

CARTS AND BIKES www.bmgrupa.pl

8 DISPENSER FOR SAUCES

Set consists of 3l cylinders and silicon dispenser. Available in red 
and yellow colors.  

7 SANITARY STATION

With care of the health conditions we install on cart sanitary 
station of stainless steel. It consists of connecting the sink with 
water from the tank.

6 TERM FRIG

Term frig on insets. for the storage of sausages, hot corn, 
beveragres. Therm frig keep product freshness and increased 
stocks of food. 

Sheathing of umbrella made of fabric with a weight about 
220g/m with waterproof dressings, UV-resistant 5-6, digital 
printing.Frame construction made of aluminum. It is possible 
to design individual graphics.

9 UMBRELLA

10 SHORT GLASSES

Short glass with a height of 230mm, separating the selling part 
from the customer.

Containers made with stainless steel, to storage additions (onion, 
cucumber, salad).

5 CONTAINERS GN 1/6 WITH COVER( FOR ADDITIONS)

4 CONTAINERS GN 1/3 WITH COVER

Containers made with stainless steel meeting the requirement all 
hygiene and quality standards. Reinforced by the edges to increase 
durability of the container and cover. Recommended for use in 
temperature from -20 to 300 degrees.

3 PLACE FOT WATER TANK

2 AUTOMATIC CASH BOX

Cash box opening through the built-in automatic button 
provides secure storage of money while you work. There are 
three divisions in the notes and three divisions on a coin. 

Provides heating of sausages, buns or corn in three independent
 zones. Products are kept at a constant temperature.

1 HEATING DEVICE (BAIN MARIE)

CARTS TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS
Power
Roofing
Guarantee
Materials
Dimensions

gas( propane butane) or electric 230V
baldachin, umbrella, aluminum roof
12 months
stainless steel OH18N9, H17
2250 x 1150 x 750 mm (length x width x height)*

* Sizes without umbrella / baldachin

BIKES TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS
Power
Roofing
Guarantee
Materials
Dimensions

gas( propane butane) or electric 230V
baldachin and umbrella
12 months
Stainless steel
3100 x 1200 x 1100 mm (length x width x height)*

* Sizes without umbrella / baldachin

Carts and bikes in standard option are prepare to sell hot-dogs, but we can also adapted it for boiled corn, grill, Chinese dishes, ice-cream, etc.
Box made with top quality materials as stainless steel. Our bikes is perfect to mobile sell. Quick and easy to move, thus allowing the sale range 
in different places. 
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BM GRUPA ul. Toruńska 39 F, 86-050 Solec Kujawski, POLAND, tel.: +48 52 387 16 99, mobile: +48 510 100 261, email: info@bmgrupa.pl

MOBILE STAND www.bmgrupa.pl
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8 CONTAINERS GN 1/6 WITH COVER( FOR ADDITIONS)

Containers made with stainless steel, to storage additions 
(onion, cucumber, salad).

11 AUTOMATIC CASH BOX

Cash box opening through the built-in automatic button 
provides secure storage of money while you work. There are 
three divisions in the notes and three divisions on a coin. 

12 BALDACHIN

We offer our customers roofing in the form of canopies, 
awnings made   of fabric and the plate steel.

7 DISPENSER FOR SAUCES

Set consists of 3l cylinders and silicon dispenser. Available in 
red and yellow colors. 

10 REFRIGERATOR

Refrigerator with a capacity of 50 liters ideal for storing 
semi-finished products.

6 SANITARY STATION

Short glass with a height of 230mm, separating the selling part 
from the customer.

5 SHORT GLASSES

9 PLIERS
3 CONTAINERS GN 1/3 WITH COVER

Containers made with stainless steel meeting the requirement 
all hygiene and quality standards. Reinforced by the edges to 
increase durability of the container and cover. Recommended 
for use in temperature from -20 to 300 degrees.

4 CONTAINERS GN 1/1 WITH COVER

Containers made with stainless steel meeting the requirement 
all hygiene and quality standards. Reinforced by the edges to 
increase durability of the container and cover. Recommended 
for use in temperature from -20 to 300 degrees.

2 HEATING DEVICE (GAS BAIN MARIE)

Provides heating of sausages, buns or corn in three 
independent  zones. Products are kept at a constant tempera-
ture.

1 HEATING DEVICE (ELECTRIC BAIN MARIE)

STANDS TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS
Power
Roofing
Guarantee
Materials
Dimensions

gas (propane butane) or electric
baldachin or umbrella
12 months
box made with stainless steel 
adjust to individual customers needs 

This proposal stands above all for those who wish to conduct their business in shopping malls, arcades. We have no restrictions as to their size 
and equipment. This can be omnifarious range from hot dogs, boiled corn, drinks, coffee or even pancakes, waffles and ice cream. The construc-
tion of stand is made of steel steel profiles and box made with stainless steel. 
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